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“Stars Informer” is SEEBRIG’s annual publication created by our officers and
non-commissioned officers from all participant countries, with the purpose
to present the mission and activities of SEEBRIG to the wider public. This is
the seventh edition of “Stars Informer”. Inside you’ll find information regarding SEEBRIG annual activities as well as ongoing projects we’re working on.
For the past six years, ever since the first publication of “Stars Informer”,
we’ve tried to develop a magazine that will not only inform the wider public
about our goals and aspirations, but manage to work as a tool whose goal is to
form a stronger bond between SEEBRIG HQ staff and our affiliate units. Having this in mind, all the people responsible for the making of this issue are a
big part of the process of increasing the public visibility of SEEBRIG.
As we are approaching the end of 2015, it is worth reflecting on SEEBRIG’s
annual achievements and the challenges that lay ahead. The past twelve
months have been a busy time for the SEEBRIG Headquarters and its affiliate
units, providing a great deal of writing material for the new “Stars Informer”
issue. All of the articles featured in the magazine show the exercises undertaken in the past year and the full training schedule, which aimed at developing our skills in the contemporary environment. At the same time we have
started employing some changes focused towards the publishing channels
including the magazine “Stars Informer” itself and the SEEBRIG web page.
As usual, “Stars Informer” highlights the extramural activities that foster
a spirit of cooperation within SEEBRIG, promoting cultural exchange, interoperability and integration. It has been a challenging year, but one that we have
met head on and engaged with in a creative and professional manner.
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That’s why we at SEEBRIG would like to thank all of the contributors for
their stories and hard efforts, most of all, because without them “Stars Informer” would not shine as brightly as stars up in the sky. This magazine is
a testimony to the efforts and professionalism of SEEBRIG’s personnel from
the six contributing nations.
To wrap things up, it’s a great pleasure and honor to present the seventh issue of “Stars Informer” along with the team behind it, to everyone who’s reading. Hope to see you again in 2016, going through the pages of our magazine.
DIRECTOR OF EDITING BOARD
Colonel Ljupcho Spasevski (Na-5)
DCOS OPS

Brigadier General Numan YEDIYILDIZ (NA-7),
Commander of SEEBRIG

Foreword

Dear Readers,
After the completion of the evaluation visits to the
units allocated to SEEBRIG, from Na 2, Na 4 and
Na 6, SEEBRIG was confident and full-fledged to
conduct an exercise on NATO level. In this regard,
after getting approval from North Atlantic Council
(NAC), SEEBRIG conducted Seven Stars 14 (SS 14),
for first time nested within NATO Exercise TRIDENT
LANCE 14. The focal point of the exercise was the
connection with NATO units and linkage to the SS
14 exercise. Although this exercise was an Article 5
exercise, there were many situations for the units, in
Having in mind that at any time in the future it is which direct combat was not involved.
highly possible for SEEBRIG to be deployed inside its
Area of Operation with a short notice, our efforts to en- During SS 14, SEEBRIG tasks were mainly related
hance our operational capability have been increased. to Disaster Relief and Humanitarian Aid OperaFor this purpose, during the SEDM Ministers of De- tions. SEEBRIG performed its congenial tactical role
fence Meeting in Budva, Montenegro, 16th of October as Brigade under the direct command of the Land
2014, the ministers approved “SEEBRIG New Exercise Component Command, and SEEBRIG affiliated units
Policy” aiming to improve operational capabilities acted as subordinate Response Cells.Having in mind
through exercising the SEEBRIG HQ and the affiliates that these types of operations cannot be achieved
units. In this context two main exercises were con- without the coordination of the efforts of other entiducted, “TRIDENT LANCE 14/Seven Stars 14” (TRLE/ ties in the Area of Operation, SEEBRIG HQ invited
SS 14) and “South Eastern Blue Angel 2015” (SEEBA ICRC, IOM, UNCHR, WHO and Red Cross/Red Cres15), which were the first activities implemented in ac- cent Societies to take part in SS 14 exercise.
cordance with the New Exercise Policy.
As the new commander of SEEBRIG, I am very proud,
to welcome you to the 7th issue of “Stars Informer”.
In this issue, you will find information about our
remarkable activities conducted since the last issue and articles written by our colleagues related to
SEEBRIG Participation in a NATO exercise, Multinational Interoperability - Meeting the challenge of different cultural backgrounds, Doctrine for Intelligence
Preparation of the battlefield for Humanitarian Assistance, The Economics of Natural Disasters etc.
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In the light of the New Exercise Policy, the SEEBA
15 Exercise was organized and carried out with the
aim and main objectives to improve operational capability through exercising, Na 6 affiliate units and
developed a common understanding of Peace Support Operations (PSOs), to enhance interoperability
between SEEBRIG HQ and the assigned units. For
the first time in its history, SEEBRIG HQ took part in
the exercise SEEBA 15 as the HICON and Na 6 affiliated units as Primary Training Audience. In order to
consolidate and optimize the SEEBRIG relationship
with IOs, CIMIC Team from Na- 6 and Na-6 the Red
Cross were invited to take part in this exercise.
Between 15 and 18 September 2015, we made official visits to NRDC-T in Istanbul and NATO LANDCOM in İzmir to share our viewpoint and express
willingness to nest Seven Stars 2016 within a NATO
Exercise and benefit from NATO training activities
the best we can.
Since the linkage, the contact with NATO has been
established and my aim is to extend it. SEEBRIG
participated in NATO LANDCOM exercise ‘’TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2015’’ with an augmentee.
Besides, Land Corps Commanders Conference held
in RRC-FR in Lille/France on 05-06 October 2015
was a unique opportunity to discuss with Commanders of LANDCOM, ARRC, NRDC-T, RRC-FR,
COS LANDCOM and COS JFC NAPLES and G7 of
ACT on possible linkage of Exercise Seven Stars 16
within a NATO Exercise, TRIDENT JUNCTURE 16.
This conference was a great venue for us to express
our willingness to collaborate with NATO Entities in
training and exercises.
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SEEBRIG gets its power from the member nations’
support. Using this opportunity, I would like to express my gratitude and appreciation for the continuous support offered by the host nation (NA-3),
PMSC Chairmanship and Member Nations. Furthermore, I would like to express deep respect to the
NA-6 Chairmanship for the quality of achievements
reached during the last two years, and wish success
to NA-7 that assumed the Chairmanship between
2015 - 2017.
Furthermore, I would like to extend my sincere
thanks to BG Hakan ESER, the previous Commander of SEEBRIG for all his contributions by bringing a
new vision and scope to SEEBRIG.
The moment I took over the command of SEEBRIG
on the 20th of August 2015, I felt the enthusiasm
and support of my staff, host nation and the other
member nations. I am very confident that we, as
SEEBRIG family, will carry the flag to a higher level
from where we received it. It has been a great honor
and privilege to be appointed and serve as the Commander of SEEBRIG in Larissa/NA-3. Since having
taken over command of SEEBRIG, what I’ve seen so
far is quite convincing and I’m therefore well confident that SEEBRIG will continue to increase its capabilities and development.
I hope that you enjoy reading this magazine and I
welcome your feedback to 7th “Stars Informer” as
we want the “Stars Informer” aiming at an audience
as wide as possible.
Finally, I would like thank all my staff in SEEBRIG
who contributed to the publishing of this Magazine.

SEEBRIG, PMSC and SEDM-CC
Chairmanship
Handover-Takeover Ceremony
article: LTC Athanasios GKOUZOS (Na-3), CG2
The 20th of August 2015 took place among the memorable dates of SEEBRIG history as
the day when the Commandership, along with SEEBRIG Flags as the symbol of Multinational Peace in South Eastern Europe was taken over by SEEBRIG’s 9th Commander
Brigadier General Numan YEDIYILDIZ (NA-7) from Brigadier General Hakan ESER (NA-7)
8th Commander of SEEBRIG.
During the same ceremony, the PMSC and SEDMCC chairmanship flag was exchanged between the
former chairman Mr Valeriu NICUŢ (NA-6), and the
acting chairman LG Sezai BOSTANCI (NA-7). Also
the SEEBRIG Accomplishment Medal was awarded
to the personnel of the outgoing NA-6 SEDM-CC and
PMSC Secretariat.
The change of command ceremony is a traditional military ceremony performed in the presence
of high-level political and military representatives
from the member nations of SEDM and SEEBRIG.
Flag Parties from all member nations had the position of importance during the ceremony, symbolizing the good neighborly relations, the regional
peace, security and stability among the countries.
Both incoming and outgoing Commanders took the
opportunity to express their feelings in their speeches, delivered to an audience composed by distinguished guests and personnel from many countries.

tion and admiration to his predecessor, Brigadier
General Hakan ESER, and his staff together for
their efforts in creating a multinational operational
brigade. Today SEEBRIG represents an outstanding
outcome of the South Eastern Europe strategic security environment. This is a military structure to
ensure peace and stability within our region and beyond. He also promised to continue working in the
same direction and spirit, dedicating themselves to
further improving the brigade’s operational capabilities and strengthen it as a peace symbol of our
region. Keeping the SEEBRIG motto “One team, one
mission” in mind, we will keep working to enhance
multinational friendship, contemporary political
and military cooperation in the region.
The ceremony closed with the commemoration of
the 16th SEEBRIG Anniversary, apposing an official
dinner at Larissa Imperial hotel, attended by all the
distinguished guests, SEEBRIG nucleus staff and
their families.

Outgoing Commander Brigadier General Hakan
ESER focused on the achievements during his twoyear term: establishing a strong family like family,
increasing the connections of SEEBRIG with the
NATO Commands, changing the exercise policy,
having better relations with affiliated units, increasing the visibility of SEEBRIG, providing all
possible opportunity for SEEBRIG HQ personnel to
add something more to their experience, training in
multinational environments and having better relations with local authorities, media and people.
Incoming Commander Brigadier General Numan
YEDIYILDIZ expressed his gratitude to the host na-
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The 16th Anniversary of SEEBRIG,
20 August 2015
article: LTC Nikolaos KARAGEORGOS (Na-3),
G9 Plans Officer
South Eastern Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG) celebrated its 16th Anniversary on Tuesday the
20th of August 2015, at Imperial Hotel in Larissa.
The history of HQ SEEBRIG began when it was activated on the 31st of August 1999. The
location of the HQ was established on a rotational basis, starting with Plovdiv, Nation 2 ( ),
between 1999-2003, followed by Constanta, Nation 6 ( ), between 2003-2007, and Istanbul,
Nation 7 ( ), between 2007-2011. Since July 2011 SEEBRIG HQ is located in Tyrnavos, Larissa Nation 3 ( ).
The year 2015 was marked by Nation 4
unilateral denunciation of the Agreement.
Therefore, at the time of the anniversary,
there were only six contributing nations to
the SEEBRIG HQ peace establishment. Still
there is at least one new member ready to
join the ranks of the SEEBRIG family.
The ceremony was opened by the Commander of SEEBRIG, Brigadier General Numan Yediyildiz, by thanking all the guests
and afterwards delivering a speech in
which he underlined the importance of the
event.

New Commander Brigadier General
Numan YEDIYILDIZ (Na-7) delivering his speech
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Among the distinguished guests were, on
behalf of Na-1: Deputy MOD, Mr. Petro
KOCI, DCHOD, MG Viktor BERDO, Land
Force Commander, MG Zyber DUSHKU,
on behalf of Na-2: Deputy MOD, Mr Dimitar KYUMYURDZHIEV, Defense attache, LTC Borislav DONEV, Consular, Mr.
Simeon MANGAROV, on behalf of Na-3:
Deputy MOD, Mr. Nikos TOSKAS, COM of
1st ARMY, LTG Ioannis ILIOPOULOS. Na-5
was reprezented by H.E Darko ANGELOV,
Ambassador. On behalf of Na-6, the outgoing Chaırman of PMSC, Mr. Valeriu NICUT,
Mılıtary Assıstant, COL Nicolaie PAVEL,
former Head of SEDM – CC / PMSC, COL
Jan-Florin GANEA, former Head of PMSC
offıce, COL Mircea-Gabriel GRUEV, and Defence Attache, COL Iulian BARBU. MOD

Commander Brigadier General Numan YEDIYILDIZ (Na-7) and
COS Colonel Dimitrios TONAS cutting the ceremony cake

Table of High Officials during the 16th Anniversary Dinner
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representatıve, LTG Sezai BOSTANCI, Defence Attache, COL Ilhan YASITLI, Naval Attache, Commander
Halis TUNC, and Vıce Consul, Ms. Nalan AKAKCA were the representatives of Na-7.
Other members that are part of SEDM initiatives had representatives , such as: Navy CPT Goran ARSIC as
SERBIA Defense Attache, State Secretary of SLOVENIA, Mr Milos BIZJAK, UKRAINE’s Ambasasdor, H.E
Volodymir SHKUROV, and GEORGIA’s. Deputy Chıef of General Staff, BG Vladimer CHACHIBAIA.
Also SEEBRIG HQ personnel and their families were present at the event.

SEEBRIG personnel and their families

SEEBRIG personnel folklore dance performance
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SEEBRIG families and kids celebrating during the 16th
Anniversary Dinner

Ladies of SEEBRIG
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Operation Focus
article: COL Yuliyan PETROV (Na-2), DCOSOPS

SEVEN STARS – a historic term , as it was defined by Colonel Gabriel-Tiberiu BUCEAC (one
of my predecessors) in Issue III of this magazine, is a statement getting more and more
accurate.

Starting with its establishment, SEVEN STARS Exercise, the main training activity of SEEBRIG HQ, is
an inseparable part of SEEBRIG’s history. It is an essential aspect of the present, which has constantly been building up during these 15 years of SEEBRIG’s existence with the active participation of the
seven SEEBRIG nations working together in always
changing realities. SEVEN STARS Exercise can also
be defined as a base for the successful future existence of the Brigade with all possible challenges
that may appear in the process.
The exercise is a very important aspect of the complex life of the Brigade. Conducted with different
frequency (initially every year, and since 2008 every
two years), focused on specific aspects of military
theory and more or less practically oriented, SEVEN STARS Exercise is a unique practical exercise
encompassing multinational atmosphere, regional
characteristics, and different procedures. Nevertheless all of them focused mainly on implementing
our current slogan “One Team, One Mission”.
Brief history of the Exercise:
• “SEVEN STARS 00” (September 2000) - Field Training Exercise (FTX), hosted by Nation 2, first Command Field Exercise;
• “SEVEN STARS 01” (June 2001) - the second Field
Training Exercise (FTX), Nation 2;
• “SEVEN STARS 02” (May 2002) - Command Post
Exercise (CPX), Nation 2, where SEEBRIG’s Operational Directives and Generic Operations Plan
were tested for further improvement;
• “SEVEN STARS 04” (October 2004) - Command
Field Exercise (CFX), Nation 6, during this exercise
SEEBRIG was evaluated by an evaluation team
from NATO Joint Force Command (JFC) Naples for
Full Operational Capability (FOC);
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• “SEVEN STARS 05” (November 2005) - Command
Post Exercise (CPX), Nation 6, important step for
the subsequent deployment of SEEBRIG to Afghanistan;
• “SEVEN STARS 07” (November 2007) - Command
Post Exercise (CPX), Nation 7, planned and executed to improve the operational capabilities of
the HQ and through it to develop a common understanding of Peace Keeping Operations and Humanitarian Assistance and to enhance military
interoperability between HQ SEEBRIG and the assigned units;
• “SEVEN STARS 08” (November 2008), Command
Post Exercise (CPX), Nation 7, after this exercise a
decision was made to conduct the exercise every
two years in order to improve the organization and
management of the exercise itself;
• “SEVEN STARS 10” (November 2010), Command
Post Exercise (CPX), Nation 7, including HQ company and signal company, representatives from
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), Red Cross Societies (Nation 2 and Nation 4), Red Crescent (Nation 7), Search and Rescue
Association (AKUT) (Nation 7);
• “SEVEN STARS 12” (November 2012), Command
Post Exercise (CPX), Nation 3, including HQ Company and Signal Company, Response Cells from
the affiliated units, representatives from Red Cross
Societies (Nation 2 and Nation 3) and Hellenic Rescue Team.
• “SEVEN STARS 14” (December 2014), NATO CPX
multi-level exercise sponsored by Allied Command Transformation (ACT). Nation 3, including
HQ Company and Signal Company, Response Cells
from the affiliated units.

Perhaps reading this article, you are wondering
what the connection between the title and the article’s content is. Well, it’s about time to raise the
curtain and share with our readers why exactly I
have chosen this particular title. Although, there
were a variety of challenges in the whole process
of preparation and conduct, the Exercise itself was
a huge challenge.
As you can see in the briefly presented history above,
it was the first time ever that SEEBRIG was taking
part in a NATO exercise. As a result of the exercise
this challenge has been succesfully met: SEEBRIG
had a superior HQ, many SEEBRIG members were
deeply involved in the whole NATO planning prosess, all the documents were prepared from scratch
using NATO templates etc.
It is a common knowledge that the exercises are the
key tools for becoming mission ready, so all SEEBRIG commanders and HQ personnel have placed
a significant importance on exercises from the very
beginning. The main goal of the exercises is that all
SEEBRIG staffs and units are to be trained through
exercises in peacetime, in order to achieve the appropriate standard of proficiency as well as to be
ready to perform with excellence all military tasks
during operations.
Now, I would like to step aside from the main topic
in order to introduce briefly the New Exercise Policy
of SEEBRIG.

According to the previous exercise policy, every two
years SEEBRIG conducted one main Exercise (SEVEN STARS) and participated in the South Eastern
Europe Simulation Exercise (SEESIM).
After having discussions, some shortcomings of the
previous exercise policies were identified:
- E xercise Planning: SEEBRIG is practically both
scheduling and conducting the exercise in which
SEEBRIG itself is the Primary Training Audience
(PTA). The personnel composing the HQ are representing simultaneously the role of PTA and the
one of Exercise Control/Directing Staff. In addition to other roles, they are entitled to conduct the
Exercise’s Evaluation as well. This multiple roles
conducted by the HQ’s personnel have negatively
affected the expected exercise output:
- Exercise Execution: Since SEEBRIG is a tactical
unit, for realistic and practical conduct of the exercise, SEEBRIG needs to be embodied within a larger
operational framework, with a higher operational
HQ;
- E xercise Evaluation: SEEBRIG HQ personnel are
filling the EXCON positions (EXDIR, HICON, LOCON, WHITE CELL and EXEVAL). It means it
evaluates its own exercise and capabilities, which
have impacted negatively on the objectivity of the
evaluation result.
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Having in mind the abovementioned shortfalls, the
new Exercise Policy was subsequently welcomed
and approved. As a result, SEEBRIG will be involved
in a 2 year-exercise cycle as described below:

CAX) with affiliated Units of one member nation
to address the force integration issue. The other
nations’ units may also participate as Response
Cells.

- T he Main exercise will be a SEEBRIG exercise and
it will be conducted every year. First year SEEBRIG will merge this exercise (SEVEN STARS)
with one NATO or EU Exercise to address the
interoperability and objective evaluation issues.
Next year SEEBRIG HQ will conduct an exercise
acting as a HICON of one of the affiliated Units in a
Battalion Task Force Level Exercise (CPX/Field Ex/

- For the second exercise, SEEBRIG will participate
one year in a Regional Exercise (SEESIM or other
as available) and the next year SEEBRIG will participate in an international exercise conducted by
NATO or EU as a Response Cell.

Years
Exercises

An example of the new exercise policy for 2015 and
2016 is depicted below:

2015
2016
1st Exercise
2nd Exercise
1st Exercise
2nd Exercise
Main Exercise (with
Allied Spirits /Balkan Main Exercise (SS16/ SEESIM/Other ReNation 6 units)
Countries PSO, Com- NATO Exercise 16)
gional Exercise
bined Resolve, etc.
Another example illustrating the role in the main exercise:

1st Year

2nd Year

SEEBRIG

NATO
HQ/UNIT

SEEBRIG
UNIT RC

SEEBRIG
UNIT RC

NAT X
BATTALION

NATO
HQ

NATO
HQ

SEEBRIG

NAT X
COYS

NAT X
UNITS

NAT X
UNITS

SEEBRIG
UNIT RC

SEEBRIG
UNIT RC

SEEBRIG
UNIT RC

- SEEBRIG playing HICON in one member
NATION exercise;
- Conduct Battalion Task Force Ex. (CPX/Field/
CAX) with one member Nation

Following this new policy, we conducted our main
exercise SEVEN STARS 14 (SS 14) nested within the
NATO LANDCOM (Izmir) exercise TRIDENT LANCE
14 (TRLE 14).
The idea of taking part in a NATO exercise initially
appeared during the discussion in the command
group. The most important step in starting the procedure to participate was on January 7, 2014 when
SEEBRIG delegation composed of Commander, Chief
of Staff and DCOS Operations had a meeting in
IZMIR at LANDCOM with many officials, including
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- SEEBRIG playing LOCON in NATO exercise;
- Merging its own exercise with NATO
exercises

the Commander of LANDCOM. The aim of the visit
was to explore the feasibility for SEEBRIG to merge
SEVEN STARS 14 Exercise with TRIDENT LANCE
14. At this meeting we realized that SEEBRIG’s involvement in TRLE 14 was very welcomed. On the
other hand it became clear since SEEBRIG has nonNATO affiliation status, it would be necessary to
get an approval from North Atlantic Council (NAC)
concerning our participation. What is more, because
of the difficulties in being connected to NATO LAN
during the exercise and due to financial concerns,
the most suitable collocation for SEEBRIG during

TRLE 14 would be under the command of NRDC-GR.
It is well known that SEEBRIG is not allowed to
take part in peace enforcement operations. It was
negotiated with NATO authorities that there would
be many situations for the units in which they would
not be involved in direct combat, being deployed in
the Rear Area of Operations. Having this in mind all
member nations’ agreed on SEEBRIG’s participation.
After the success in the previous step, we undertook
all the necessary steps in order to get the approval
from NAC to take part in TRLE 14 as a non-NATO
Entity. Gradually SEEBRIG’s request was assessed,
welcomed and approved by NATO LANDCOM, Supreme Allied Command Transformation, North Atlantic Military Committee, and Private Office of the
Secretary General. Official NAC approval came in
the end of August 2014, which enabled us to complete all relevant procedures in due time (more details about them - in the article of the chief of G3).
Both the approval process and SEEBRIG’s participation in TRLE 14 were outstanding opportunities
to increase SEEBRIG’s visibility and prestige among
NATO entities.

Challenges Met During Preparation
and Conduct of the Exercise
As it is well known, every new beginning is a challenge itself. In this regard, due to fact it was the first
time SEEBRIG was taking part in a NATO exercise,
we can agree that we faced huge, sometimes unforseen in advance, challenges.
Exercise SS 14 was conducted between November
30 and December 12, 2014 nested within the NATO
Exercise TRIDENT LANCE 14. TRLE14 was a NATO
CPX multi-level exercise sponsored by Allied Command Transformation (ACT). The Scenario setting
staged a NATO-led Major Joint Operation (MJO+) to
exercise LANDCOM as the Land Component Command (LCC) subordinated to a Joint HQ in commanding and controlling multinational deployed
forces. SEEBRIG performed its congenial tactical
role as brigade under the direct command of the
LCC, which was NATO LANDCOM, and SEEBRIG affiliated units acted as subordinate to SEEBRIG HQ
Response Cells.
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The first successfully addressed challenge we faced
was coordinating and conducting the whole process
including all steps to get the NAC approval. It was
crucial because SEEBRIG is a non-NATO Entity.
Another challenge was the operational and exercise
planning process. Many SEEBRIG members took
part in the whole NATO planning prosess (conferences, workshops, C2 ROC drill, academics seminar
etc.), which made them acquainted with NATO exercises and operational Planning Process, using NATO
standards, processes and procedures. In order to
facilitate SEEBRIG’s participation in the exercise,
we developed all related key documents like SCENARIO, EXPEC and EXPLAN starting from a blank
sheet of paper using specially prepared templates
for the exercise.
The next challenge was to merge the two exercises.
Practically we conducted two exercises simultaneously: we took part in TRLE 14 and carried out our
own SS 14. On the one hand we reacted according
to the tasks coming from the superior LCC, but on
the other hand we created additional tasks for our
Response Cells at the same time.
Another issue was that SS14/TRLE14 was a multilevel exercise led by NATO. One of the results of taking part in it was training and improving SEEBRIG’s
internal capability aiming to the implementation of
the staff procedures within a multi-level exercise.
The communications technical interoperability
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problem can be addressed as a challenge as well. A
solution had to be found for the personnel located
in Larissa to get access to the mission secret LAN
(mainly concentrated in Grafenwohr, Germany). After a detailed evaluation of the situation the best
solution considered was to install a retransmission cell at NRDC GR (there was access to all services provided for the exercise needs) and, from that
point, using NA3 communication system up to SEEBRIG location. In specific, a nucleus of four military
received the messages addressed to SEEBRIG at
NRDC GR and conveyed them using Na3 encrypted
fax system to Tyrnavos, where the HQ was located.
Following the same path but in the opposite direction the messages issued by SEEBRIG HQ were sent.
Despite the delays, the flow of information was continuous and reliable.
Working together with Subject Matter Experts, and
other personnel composing EXDIR, EXCON structures coming from NATO military commands/entities was a great opportunity to check in practise
our procedures, SOPs, directives and abilities to gain
expertise in some specific activities related to the
organization and design of the exercise.
As a summary, the challenges mentioned above
were successfully met during the execution phase
of the exercise. The lessons learned from this experience will definitely pave the path for future efforts.

Way Ahead
Standing firmly on the foundation of the experience
gained over the years, using the lessons learned from
the Brigade’s mission in Afghanistan (2006), and
having in mind all the successfully met challenges
during SS14/TRLE14, we can state that SEEBRIG is
getting more and more fully functioning and operational HQ with enough experienced personnel, has
updated procedures close to the NATO ones, and is
ready to conduct the allocated operations.
All the above makes us confident that we will successfully meet the new big challenge in front of us
– conducting the next exercise with Nation 6 affiliated units. Such an exercise will be the first one in
SEEBRIG history, which will be more than a real
evaluation of these units. The planning process has
already started and the execution phase is scheduled from the 10th -15th of May 2015.

Upon successful completion of all tasks resulting
from our high level of ambition we can surely say
that our current slogan “One Team, One Mission”
has lived its time. The time has come to move on to
another motto, under which the Brigade will continue to operate successfully in the future and I would
like to recall here the words of Dr Gianluigi Magri,
the former chairman of the PMSC and SEDM-CC Our current slogan for the South-Eastern Europe
Brigade is “One Team, One Mission”. We now hope
to move to “One Team, Many Missions”.
Maybe now it is time for a change or maybe we
need to adapt all the time by constantly changing
our selves towards proficiency and excellence!
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Exercise Trident Lance 14 –
Exercise Seven Stars 14
article: MAJ Serkan KELES (Na7)
CG3
Exercises as a part of the SEEBRIG’s Training aspects prepare the SEEBRIG Staff and assigned units for all Peace Support Operations (PSO) missions in a multinational PSO environment. The main goal of the exercises is to train SEEBRIG Staff and units in peacetime,
in order to help them to achieve the appropriate standard of proficiency as well as to be
ready to execute all military tasks in PS missions.

Exercise Seven Stars, which is the main exercise in
SEEBRIG Annual Plan, represents the training milestone event for SEEBRIG and takes place every two
years under the framework of Command Post Exercise (CPX). The main aim is to train SEEBRIG Headquarters according to Crisis Establishment, which
constitutes the Primary Training Audience. Training and fostering the C2 system with the affiliated

units, which participate in the exercise as Response
Cells and play the role of Secondary Training Audience within the exercise, is another key result that
Seven Stars aim to achieve. For 2014, SEEBRIG conducted Seven Stars 14 (SS 14) between 30 November-12 December 2014 nested within NATO Exercise
TRIDENT LANCE 14.

- TRIDENT LANCE 2014
a. General
TRIDENT LANCE 2014 (TRLE 14) was an Allied Command Transformation (ACT) sponsored by NATO Command Post Exercise(CPX)/Computer Assisted Exercise (CAX). The
scenario setting staged a NATO-led Article 5 Collective Defence major joint operation
(MJO+) to exercise LANDCOM as the Land Component Command (LCC), subordinated
to a joint HQs, in commanding and controlling a multinational deployed force during
decisive operations, as a follow up on force to an NRF initial entry operation.
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(1)

TRLE 14 Exercise Specification:

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
(2)

(a)
LEVEL			
(b)
TYPE			
(c)
FORM			
(d)
DATES			
(e)
AREA			
(f)
OSE			
(g)
OCE			
(h)
ODE			
(i)
CREVAL CHIEF
(j)
HN / SUPPORTING
ORGANISATION (Stp)
(k)
PTA			
(l)
HICON			
(m)
Participating Forces

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

2-level (Operational and Tactical)
Computer Assisted Exercise (CAX)
Command Post Exercise (CPX)
1-12 Dec 2014 (Phase IIIB execution)
EUROPE
SACT
COM LANDCOM
COM JWC (supported by COM JFTC)
SHAPE VCOS
GERMANY / U.S. Army Europe

:
:
:

LANDCOM
JFC NP
NRDC-GR,NRDC-TU,MNCNE, SEEBRIG

Scenario

The exercise scenario was the NATO collective defense “SKOLKAN” scenario. Although TRLE 14 was
an Article 5 exercise, some situations, that didn’t involve direct combat, were created during the MEL/
MIL process in order to address SEEBRIG Training Objectives. At a first glance, SEEBRIG participation in
TRLE 14, which dealt with an Article 5 (collective defense) operation of medium to high intensity combat
operations, seemed inconsistent. However, in the TRLE 14 scenario setting, there were areas within the
JOA/Land Forces AOO, in which the intensity of the conflict was highly likely to remain at a low (noncombat) level, allowing to take into consideration the employment of SEEBRIG.
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(3)

TRLE 14 Exercise Structure and Locations
Exercise Task Organization

JFC HQ

1xMJO/3xSJO
Naples

HICON

TRAINING AUDIENCE
XXX

ADJACENT UNITS RESPONSE CELLS

LAND
COMD HQ
(Deployable)
Izmir

LOCON

STRIKFOR
NATO
(Deployable)

AIR
COMD HQ
(Static)

MARITIME
COMD HQ
(Static)

Portugal

Ramstein

Northwood

XXX

XXX

XXX

X

NRDC-TU

NDC-GR

MNC NE

SEEBRIG

Istanbul

Thessaloniki

Szczecin

Larissa

NATO
Rapid
Deployable
Corps
Turkey

NATO
Rapid
Deployable
Corps
Greece

MultiNational
Corps North
East

South
Eastern
Europe
Brigade

Exercise Location
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b. SEEBRIG participation in TRLE 14
The procedures for the SEEBRIG participation in NATO Exercise TRIDENT LANCE
14 commenced with the discussion between the Commander of NATO Allied Land
Command and the Commander of SEEBRIG during the DV Day of NRDC GR’s
Exercise, Gordian Knot, on 15 November 2013. After receiving the official Calling
Message related to the Core Planning Team Meeting 1 (CPTM1) for the Exercise,
SEEBRIG HQ started to follow two key processes consisting of Approval and Exercise Planning Process.
Other than PMSC, SEEBRIG also had to get approval from NATO Authorities in order to participate in the
Exercise based on Article-5 Scenario. After PMSC approval SEEBRIG continued with the procedures to get
the The North Atlantic Council (NAC) approval following the NATO Chain of Command which took almost
6 months. Finally, the participation of SEEBRIG in TRLE 14 was approved and welcomed by following
NATO HQs.
- NATO Allied Land Command,
- Supreme Allied Command Transformation (SACT),
- International Military Staff (IMS),
- North Atlantic Military Committee,
- North Atlantic Council (NAC),

The Exercise Planning Process took almost
one year. SEEBRIG participated in 12
planning activities (meetings, conferences,
workshops, CRP etc.). In addition to TRLE
14 planning, SEEBRIG HQ also hosted two
planning conferences in Tyrnavos/NA 3.

	TRLE 14 was conducted in four Phases in accordance with the Bi-SC Collective Training and
Exercise Directive 75-3, and SEEBRIG fulfilled all the tasks given during the phases.
(1)
Phase I.		
The Foundation Training Phase
(2)
Phase II.
The Crisis Response Planning (CRP) Phase,
(3)
Phase III
Execution Phase
(4)
Phase IV
Assessment Phase.
2.

SEVEN STARS 2014/TRIDENT LANCE 2014

a.

Exercise Settings:

(1)

Aim

The aim of the Exercise SS 14/TRLE 14 was to improve
the operational capabilities through exercising HQ
SEEBRIG and all its assigned units and to develop
a common understanding of Humanitarian
Assistance Operations, to enhance military
interoperability between NATO Entities, HQ
SEEBRIG and the assigned units.
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(2)
Objectives:
(a) To improve the decision making, planning process and working capability of SEEBRIG HQ under Crisis
Establishment framework.
(b) To plan and conduct Humanitarian Assistance activities in NATO operations.
(c) T
 o test and train SEEBRIG Engineer capabilities, in Humanitarian Assistance Operations in accordance
with the mission given by the LCC within the AOR, testing and training the interaction between the
Crisis Engineer Cell (CEC) and the Engineer Task Force (ETF).
(d) To plan and conduct CIMIC activities in NATO Operation by means of Humanitarian Assistance
Operations.
(e) Comprehension of logistic system within SEEBRIG structure, harmonizing national procedure with
SEEBRIG Logistic Concept.
(f) To exercise the coordination of operational planning and preparation between SEEBRIG and
operational level HQ’s (LANDCOM).
(g) T
 o exercise the readiness of participating and executing low intensity missions in non-Article 5
operations (PSO,HA).
(h) To improve week points from the past exercises.
(3)

Exercise Structure

SEEBRIG HQ was a Primary Training Audience (PTA), and assigned units were represented by their
respective Response Cells (RCs), as Secondary Training Audiences (STA). SEEBRIG also sent two LNOs to

Joint Warfare Center (Stavenger/Norway), one LNO to NATO LANDCOM HQ (Grafenwohr/Germany) and
EXCON was manned by SEEBRIG member nations. JWC also provided one MEL/MIL Coordinator to EXCON
Structure.
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b.

Execution of the Exercise

SS14/TRLE 14 Exercise was conducted in two phases, Preparation and Execution.

(1)

Preparation Phase (30 Nov-04 Dec 2014 );

The three-day training period took place during the preparation phase for the execution. The external
exercise participants were briefed about SEEBRIG OPLAN and EXPLAN, SOPs and some key issues
regarding the execution of the Exercise.
A Mini Exercise was executed in order to test the CIS and Report/Return System. Some small corrections
were made as an output of the MINIEX.
(2)

Execution (05-12 Dec 2014);

Execution phase was conducted in accordance with SEEBRIG EXPLAN and SEEBRIG Battle Rythm (derived
from SEEBRIG Operational SOPs) which was modified in parallel with NATO LANDCOM Explan.
As it is shown below (SS14/TRLE14 Exercise Info Flow) SEEBRIG received tasks from NATO LANDCOM
and injections from EXCON Main (JWC/Stavanger). SEEBRIG HQ fullfiled all the tasks given and responded
promptly in time. In addition to injections derived from the TRLE 14 MEL/MIL process, SEEBRIG had to
react on injections created by SS14 EXCON during the SS14 MEL/MIL process. Following two MEL/MIL
processes was a great challenge and success for both SEEBRIG EXCON and Training Audience (SEEBRIG
HQ and Response Cell of Affiliated Units).
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Totally, 116 personnel from SEEBRIG Member Nations participated in the Exercise. SEEBRIG staff and
all other participants demonstrated excellent performance, showing a high level of professionalism,
impressive enthusiasm, good cooperation and team-work abilities in a friendly environment.

Starting from the Exercise Planning Process SEEBRIG had to follow two Exercises at the same time: SS14
and TRLE 14. It was a great challenge which originated especially from the SEEBRIG manning and the CIS
situation. Nevertheless, the exercise was accomplished in success and the areas to be sustained and improved
are submitted below.
a. Sustainments
(1) Improvement in SEEBRIG decision making process:
Both in the planning and execution phase of the exercise, SEEBRIG HQ Staff applied to NATO procedures
for a decision making process contributing improvement in the level of effectiveness.
(2) Cooperation with NATO Entities
SEEBRIG established an official collaboration and cooperation with NATO Headquarters. This significantly
contributed to improve the readiness of SEEBRIG HQ if called up for operation in the future.
(3)Understanding of NATO planning process.
SEEBRIG HQ Nucleus Staff participated in all conferences and meetings concerning the TRLE 14 planning
process. SEEBRIG HQ personnel familiarized with NATO procedures at an advanced level.
b. Improvements
(1) Further involvement in NATO activities
TRLE 14 was the first training opportunity for SEEBRIG with NATO for many years. SEEBRIG will seek the
possibility to participate in other NATO training activities, in order to reach a higher level of cooperation.
(2) Adjustment to NATO training doctrine
In order to have more effective and fruitful results during NATO exercises, SEEBRIG will adjust all internal training procedures so as to be in line with NATO training doctrine.
(3) Increase interoperability
SEEBRIG will make every possible effort to increase the interoperability with NATO, in terms of cooperation and collaboration.
(4) CIS Connectivity
For the future involvement in NATO Exercise and Activities SEEBRIG HQ has to focus on possible solutions
to solve the CIS connection.
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Exercise SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE BLUE ANGEL
2015 (SEEBA 15)
article: MAJ Athanasios KRANIOTIS (Na3)
G3 TRAINING OFFICER
1. GENERAL
Exercise South Eastern Europe Blue Angel 2015 (SEEBA 15), was the main exercise in SEEBRIG Annual
Plan 2015. SEEBA 15 was the first exercise conducted according to SEEBRIG New Exercise Policy and represented the training milestone event for SEEBRIG in 2015.
2. SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE
BLUE ANGEL 2015
a. General Info
(1) Nickname: South Eastern Europe Blue Angel (SEEBA 15)
(2) Form/Type: CAX&LIVEX
(3) Dates : 10 - 15 May 2015
(4) Area: Simulation and Evaluation Navy Training Center/Constanta and Babadag Exercise Area in Na 6
(5) OSE (Officer Scheduling Exercise): PMSC Chairman
(6) OCE (Officer Conducting Exercise : COM SEEBRIG
(7) ODE (Officer Directing Exercise): COM SEEBRIG an d 9th MECH BG COM/Na 6
(8) HICON (HIGHER CONTROL): SEEBRIG
(9) Primary Training Audience (PTA): Na 6 affiliated Units
b. Exercise Settings (1) Aim
To improve operational capability through exercising, Na 6 Affiliated units and to develop a common understanding of Peace Support Operations (PSO), to enhance military interoperability between HQ SEEBRIG
and the assigned units.
(2)
Objectives
(a)
Improve the cooperation and coordination between Na 6 Affiliated Units and SEEBRIG HQ in terms
of effectiveness.
(b)
To plan and conduct PSO.
(c)
To test and improve SEEBRIG Engineer capabilities, to test the interaction between the Crisis Engineer Cell (CEC) and Na 6 Engineer Coy.
(d)
To test and improve operational planning
process between SEEBRIG HQ and Na 6 Affiliated
Units.
(e)
To test and improve Na 6 Affiliated Units Operational Capabilities in LIVEX.
(f)
To plan and conduct CIMIC Activities.
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(3)
Exercise Structure
(a)
SEEBRIG HQ took part in the exercise “SEEBA 15” as HICON and Na 6 affiliated units as Primary
Training Audience (PTA).
(b)
SEEBRIG HQ, activated CEC with 1 augmentee (Chief of CEC – OF 5) from Na 7.
(c)
Na 6 participated to Exercise with the following force package:
1/
Na 6 Inf. BN
2/
Na 6 Engineer COY
3/
Na 6 Recce PLT
4/
Na 6 Transportation PLT

(4)
Exercise Control Structure
(a)
EXCON was formed considering the Exercise requirements. SEEBRIG HQ and Na 6 provided personnel for the EXCON.
(b)
EXCON was composed of HICON, White Cell/LOCON Role-player, Synchronization Cell, OPFOR,
AAR/LL Cell and Evaluation Cell.
(c)
EXCON prepared the Main Event List (MEL)/Main Incidents List (MIL), and drove the exercise. EXCON injected incidents through either messages or through OPFOR in accordance with the reactions of the
players within the execution of the exercise.
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c.
Execution of the Exercise
The Exercise was executed between 10 and
15 May 2015, as follows:
(1)
Computer Assisted Exercise (CAX), in
Navy Training Simulation Evaluation Centre
(NTSEC) in Constanta, 10 - 12 May 2015.
(2)
Live Exercise (LIVEX) with the troops,
in Babadag Training Area, 13 - 14 May 2015.
(3)
After Action Review and Evaluation,
in Navy Training Simulation Evaluation Centre (NTSEC) in Constanta, 15 May 2015.

d.
Exercise Planning Process
All necessary conferences and meetings
have taken place in Tyrnavos (Na 3) or
Constanta (Na 6). SEEBRIG HQ and Na 6
Affiliated Units followed all steps of SEEBRIG Exercise Planning Guide and SEEBRIG Operational Planning Process.

e.
Exercise Manning
Totally, 326 personnel from SEEBRIG HQ,
Na 6 and Member Nations (Na 7) participated in the Exercise. All participants demonstrated excellent performance, showing
a high level of professionalism, impressive
enthusiasm, good cooperation and teamwork abilities in a friendly environment.

f.
Exercise SEEBA 15 DV Day
SEEBA 15 DV Day was held on the 14th of May, 2015 with the presence of Na 6 Minister of Defence, SEDM
Chairman, Na 6 CHOD, Na 6 Chief of Land Forces, Na 2 Brigade Commander, Defense Attaches from neighbouring nations, and Na 7 Consular in Constanta.
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g.
General Outcome
SEEBA 15 was the first step into SEEBRIG New Exercise Policy and was a huge challenge which has been
met successfully. Despite the fact that the exercise was planned and organized from zero point, SEEBRIG
HQ NS and Na 6 Affiliated Units successfully accomplished exercise SEEBA 15, verifying SEEBRIG logo
“One team, one mission”.
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SEEBRIG’s
NEW INITIATIVE
LTC Ilir
ZENELI
(Na1), POLAD

MAJ Dragoş
CONDURACHE
(Na6), CG9

Based on the support expressed by the nations during the 31st SEDM-CC Meeting, SEEBRIG HQ staff followed on the need of continuing the efforts to promote effective projects,
avoiding overlapping with the existing NATO and EU ones, and seeking synergies within
the framework of existing relevant regional initiatives, and proposed to develop a new
project called “SEDM Member Nations - Red Cross & Red Crescent and Emergency Management Assistance Centers Association/Cooperation”.
SEEBRIG delegation participating at the 32nd
SEDM-CC Meeting on the 19th of March 2015, gave
a detailed presentation on the initiative. Nations appreciated the SEEBRIG proposal and expressed support for the need to develop comprehensive regional
approach to disaster relief operations.
Based on the support expressed by the nations during the 31st SEDM-CC Meeting, SEEBRIG HQ staff
followed on the need of continuing the efforts to
promote effective projects, avoiding overlapping
with the existing NATO and EU ones, and seeking

synergies within the framework of existing relevant
regional initiatives, and proposed to develop a new
project called “SEDM Member Nations - Red Cross
& Red Crescent and Emergency Management Assistance Centers Association/Cooperation”.
SEEBRIG delegation participating at the 32nd
SEDM-CC Meeting on the 19th of March 2015, gave
a detailed presentation on the initiative. Nations appreciated the SEEBRIG proposal and expressed support for the need to develop comprehensive regional
approach to disaster relief operations.

The background of this initiative consists of several important factors:
• Nowadays climate change affects all regions
around the world. Extreme weather events have
become more common in the recent years in which
many heavy floods, hurricanes and periods of extended droughts and fires claim peoples’ lives and
infrastructure. The predictions are that Southern
and South-Eastern Europe may be severely affected by climate change. Southern and Central
Europe have experienced heat waves, droughts,
forest fires, and floods in the last years more frequently than in the past. Furthermore, it is very
well known that our area has been hit many times
by disastrous earthquakes which have an enormous toll in terms of human casualties and significant damage in infrastructure of all kinds.
• T he States-Parties on the Multinational Peace
Force South-Eastern Europe, in 2000, after sign-
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ing the 2nd Additional Protocol to the Agreement,
decided to further develop the cooperation among
them, by establishing an Engineer Task Force
(ETF), which was aiming to strengthen their emergency relief and humanitarian intervention capabilities. The ETF should be employed, according to
the above mentioned protocol in small-scale civil
assistance in the interest of the Parties.
• Recent floods in Na1, Na2, Na5, Na6, Serbia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Moldavia, and Ukraine indicated that if the Nations of the region unite their
civil protection agencies they will react better in
the face of natural or man-made disasters. In addition to this, the recent natural disaster showed
that the presence and the role of the civil protection agencies, that is international organizations
(IO), governmental organizations (GO), and non-

governmental organizations (NGO) is crucial not
only to the mitigations of the loss of life and damage properties, but also to a quick and appropriate
response in this kind of emergencies in order to
limit unnecessary sufferance.
• Every South Eastern Defense Ministerial (SEDM)
Member Nation has its own agencies that deal
with the disaster/ emergency management, providing capabilities, training, preventive measures,
relief and humanitarian assistance, etc. Still, when
one country is confronted with a major event of
natural or man-made disaster it will better cope
with it if a comprehensive regional response, a regional cooperation and coordination is in place.
• T he examples that we can find regarding regional
cooperation in the disaster relief operations (DRO)
range from organizations in Central America (involving capabilities from Guatemala, El Salvador,
Honduras, Dominican Republic), North America

(American Red Cross, Canadian Red Cross, and
Mexican Red Cross), to Southeast Asia, where
ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations)
Agreement on Disaster Management and Emergency Response, includes Brunei Darussalam,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam
emergency response assets.
• In our region, DPPI SEE, meaning Disaster Preparedness and Prevention Initiative for South
Eastern Europe (Na1, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Na2, Croatia, Na5, Montenegro, Na6, Serbia, Slovenia, Na7 as members, and Hungary and Na3 as observers) is an initiative focusing on preparedness
and prevention, but it has no role at an operative
level to respond. For example, every Red Cross/
Red Crescent society in our nations has its own
supporting role towards the government of the
country, but that usually limits its activity within
the borders of that country.
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In this context SEEBRIG’s proposal introduces the concept of regional cooperation in the DRO among the
agencies belonging or affiliated to SEDM Member Nations’ governments. This should not be limited to
information sharing only, but it has to be a more comprehensive initiative, going a step further to allow
the use of common resources to mitigate the effects of disasters affecting our population.
The aim of this initiative is to enhance the cooperation and interoperability among the agencies with
DRO/HA-related responsibilities in DRO of SEDM
Member Nations in order to:
a. develop a common understanding in case of a
major civil emergency that demands a comprehensive regional response,
b. support ongoing and planned national initiatives
of Member Nations,
c. support and complement national capabilities
and existing programs.
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Besides this, the initiative supports SEEBRIG efforts,
and increase its operational effectiveness when it is
deployed to conduct DRO/HA in the region.
This initiative should provide a framework for SEDM
member nations to enhance their capabilities in order to prevent and/or respond to natural or manmade disasters. The cooperation and coordination
of ongoing and future activities of GOs and NGOs
will provide the tools to identify the unmet needs in
order to improve the efficiency of national disaster
management systems within the regional cooperation framework.

SEESIM project has already gathered the most important actors in DRO/HA, from each country – GOs,
NGOs, and SEEBRIG. The project we propose today is the natural continuation of this simulation, creating the conditions to use our common knowledge and capabilities on the ground, without any constraints
regarding the border.
Possible objectives of the implementation of this project are:
• Strengthening relevant policies, institutions, and
capabilities on national and regional levels to address the disaster prevention and response;

• Establishing a regional comprehensive approach,
such as information sharing, and regional coordination;

• Enhance humanitarian assistance and emergency
response coordination to provide efficient, timely,
and reliable response to major disasters through
common implementation of operational procedures and mechanisms and rapid mobilization of
resources;

• Enhancing SEEBRIG’s capability and effectiveness to deploy and conduct its mission in disasterstricken region in a timely and efficient manner;

• Assist SEDM member nations and promote regional collaboration in mainstreaming disaster risk reduction into national development policies, plans
and sectoral programs, and in formulating and
implementing risk mitigation measures;

• Fostering cooperation and coordination between
the key players in such operations - the military
forces and civilian actors as the crucial factors for
mission’s success.

Implementing this idea would require a dialogue among the actors involved in DRO/HA, in order to find the
common ground which would, in the end, positively affect the improvement of the security and political
solidarity in bilateral, multilateral and regional level.
The project may require step-by-step approach. The first step is to establish a Joint Coordination Board/
Committee that can provide the core for this transboundary institutional liaison. The next step is to agree
on a written document, such as Memorandum of Understanding or protocols to establish the legal framework for this cooperation among the willing agencies. The way SEEBRIG can be used as a response unit in
DRO/HA may be mentioned in these documents.
In the end, here are some conclusion and challenges for this initiative:
• Civil Emergency is the primary area for cooperation and interoperability of the DRO/HA involved agencies
of SEDM member nations to respond to natural and man-made disasters.
• Now, it is evident that the presence and the role of the international organizations, governmental organizations, and non-governmental organizations, such as Red Cross, Red Crescent, and National Emergency
Management Assistance Centers are vital factors for the positive engagement in the present and future
Humanitarian Assistance Operations and particularly in Disaster Relief Operations.
• T he biggest challenge for the project is to find the political will at a national and regional level for new
legal arrangements (Memorandum of Understanding or established Protocols for Cooperation). A new way
of thinking can be built altogether regarding the cooperation in the area of joint and common responsibilities in order to face common risks region has.
• SEEBRIG, as an SEDM project, has cooperated many times with national agencies, during various exercises, conducted in our nations. Now it is time for SEEBRIG to have the required role and responsibility in
starting the use of disaster relief/humanitarian assistance capabilities on the ground, to ease the national
efforts on providing emergency assistance.
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Study Trip
to Peloponnese
article: LTC Alexios LETSAS (Na-3)
G3 Plan Officer
Fifty seven SEEBRIG HQ personnel and family
members participated in the Study Trip to Peloponnese, which took place from Monday ,June 29,2015
to the 3rd of July 2015.
During the trip there was a visit to the Engineer
School and the 747 Special Engineer Battalion in
Loutraki, followed by an impressive exhibition of
their missions and capabilities.
There were also other visits to archaeological sites,
namely Ancient Epidaurus, Ancient site of Mycenae,
Castle of Palamidi.
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During the study trip the participants visited for
one day the islands of Hydra and Spetses.
The delegation stayed overnight in the town of Nafplio and Porto Cheli.
The Study Trip achieved its goals which were: to
get to know military units of relevant missions
like SEEBRIG, to expand the historic knowledge for
member nations and to foster good relations among
SEEBRIG personnel.
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DOCTRINE FOR INTELLIGENCE PREPARATION
OF THE BATTLEFIELD (IPB) FOR
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE OPERATION
article: LTC Athanasios GKOUZOS (Na3)
CG2
Intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB) is not a uniquely modern idea. The writings of Sun Tzu (403-221 BC) include weather and terrain among five criteria by which to
appraise a situation in order to gauge the outcome of war. Sun Tzu also stresses the importance of foreknowledge --intelligence-- about the enemy situation. “Intelligence” Sun
Tzu states, “is the essence of warfare --it is what armies depend upon in their every move.”
The precursor of the current framework for integrating threat doctrine into an intelligence process
appeared during the United States’ Cold War with
the Soviet Union. Training Circular 34-3, titled Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield, was one
of the earliest publications outlining the process.
The U.S. Army published the circular in 1981. The
process portrayed in that pamphlet and carried forward today is a fairly simple one. Using what it calls
the “Wet Trilogy,” TC 34-3 distills the significant elements of the process to weather, enemy, and terrain. The tools of the process are a series of charts
and templates that finally result in a graphic depiction of the intelligence estimate called the “decision
support template.”
Other field manuals and training documents also
address the IPB process. They include manuals:
Special Operations Forces Intelligence and
Electronic Warfare Operations (FM 34-36),
1. DEFINE THE
BATTLEFIELD
ENVIRONMENT

2. DESCRIBE THE
BATTLEFIELD’S
EFFECTS

IPB
4. DETERMINE
THREAT
COAs

3. EVALUATE
THE
THREAT

Training Support Package on Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief, and Intelligence and Electronic Warfare Support to Low
Intensity Conflict Operations (FM 34-7). These
documents offer important considerations but none
of them serves as a comprehensive reference for IPB
in humanitarian assistance operations.
FM 34-130 describes the use of IPB in directing the
intelligence effort and driving the staffs’ planning
for operations. The intent of the manual is to “serve
as a guide for the use of IPB by units of all types, at
all echelons, across the entire spectrum of conflict,
and during the conduct of any mission [emphasis
added].” According to FM 34-130, “IPB is a systematic, continuous process of analyzing the threat and
the environment in a specific geographic area. It is
designed to support staff estimates and military decision making.” IPB is supposed to accomplish two
objectives to assist the commander:

1. Determine the threat’s likely course of action;
2. Describe the environment and its effects. These objectives, according to FM 34-130, may be accomplished by following four
steps:
Define the battlefield environment
b. Describe the battlefield’s effects
c. Evaluate the threat
d. Determine threat courses of action

Each of these steps results in products that the commander may use in making decisions. The manual
places considerable emphasis on attempting to make the products graphic. The key graphical products
include situation templates and decision support templates. The purpose of those templates is to convey a
great deal of information about the enemy in a concise, visual form that supports the friendly commander’s decision making. Situation templates depict threat dispositions, based on threat doctrine and the ef-
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fects of the battlefield. Prominent time phase lines
depict the flow of the operation. A decision support
template becomes the graphic record of the war
gaming process. It depicts points in space and time
called decision points, as well as other important
information required to execute a specific friendly
course of action.
Each step of the IPB process also involves implicit
and explicit assumptions. A detailed explanation of
the steps of IPB serves to highlight the products and
the assumptions in the process.
Define the battlefield environment (Step 1)
This step involves identifying the important aspects
of the battlefield in order to focus the intelligence
collection effort. Two areas acquire definition here.
The first definition relates to the “area of interest”
--a geographic area “from which information and
intelligence are required to permit planning or successful conduct of the command’s operation. The
second definition for the “area of operations” is usually assigned by a unit’s higher command, or is determined through coordination of the intelligence
officer, the operations officer, and the commander.
The area of operations is “that portion of an area of
conflict necessary for military operations.” In addition to the areas of operation and interest, the intelligence officer should identify characteristics of the
battlefield that will require further analysis, such
as terrain, weather, logistical infrastructure, and
demographics. The areas of operation and interest
are usually portrayed graphically on a map.
Describe the battlefield’s effects (Step 2)
This step involves evaluation of the effects of the
battlefield on both the friendly and enemy actions.
The intelligence officer “identifies the limitations
and opportunities the environment offers on the
potential operations of friendly and threat forces.”
Consideration of terrain and weather are always
part of an environmental assessment, but may also
include other characteristics. This step focuses on
how the environment affects the capabilities of
each force. The importance of graphic products is
evident in this step. The manual suggests a variety
of overlays pertaining to obstacles, weather, terrain,
and population.
Evaluate the threat (Step 3)
Here an analysis of the intelligence holdings is supposed to aid in determining how the threat normally organizes for and conducts combat operations.
The manual states:
When facing a well-known threat, the G2/S2 can
rely on his historical data bases and well developed

threat models. When operating against a new or
less well-known threat, he may need to develop his
intelligence data bases and threat models concurrently. The product of this step is a threat model.
The model’s graphic form is doctrinal templates.
The purpose of the templates is to depict “how the
threat operates when unconstrained by the effects
of the battlefield environment.”
Determine threat courses of action (Step 4)
This step relies on the previous three steps as a basis to form a conclusion about what the threat is
most likely to do. The manual articulates the logic
flow as follows:
Given what the threat normally prefers to do, and
the effects of the specific environment in which he
is operating now, what are his likely objectives and
the COA’s available to him?
The products of step four are predictions. In graphic
form they are depicted on a map of how the threat
will array physically on the ground at given points
in time.
These predictions are not possible without the intelligence officer insuring that he or she has:
-A d -

equately analyzed the friendly mission throughout
the time duration of the operation; identified the
physical limits of the AO and AI; and identified every
characteristic of the battlefield environment that
might affect the operation (step1).
-Identified the opportunities and constraints the
battlefield environment offers to threat and friendly
forces (step 2).
-Thoroughly considered what the threat is capable
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of what he prefers to do in like situations if unconstrained by the battlefield environment step (step 3).
A close look at each of the four steps reveals that
there are assumptions inherent in the traditional
process for intelligence preparation of the battlefield.
Grouping the assumptions permits their statement in
the following summary form:
The most critical elements of the environment are
weather, terrain, and the enemy in a discrete geographic area. There is an identifiable enemy or threat
that will conduct something that resembles combat
operations. There is a substantial data base of information that can reveal how the threat organizes
and conducts combat. If such a data base does not
exist, there will be enough time and information to
develop one. That the enemy’s actions and the effects
of the environment on the enemy are predictable.
Evidence of the first assumption appears in how the
IPB process developed and in its current application.

The “Wet Trilogy” (representing weather, enemy, and
terrain) in early versions of the IPB manual points to
the three critical elements exclusively. Current applications of IPB, such as mission analysis briefing formats for example, also focus on these three aspects
of the environment. The acronym METT-T, which
stands for mission, enemy, troops, terrain and weather, and time available, is the current expanded version of WET that incorporates those three elements.

Chapter six of the 1994 version of FM
34-130 is “Intelligence Preparation of
the Battlefield for Operations Other Than
War.” The first section of the chapter addresses humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations specifically. It adds
guidelines to each of the IPB steps in an
attempt to adapt the process to the different operational context. The guidelines
consist of a series of special or additional
considerations for each step of the IPB process. For example, to evaluate the threat,
one guideline is to Identify and evaluate
the threat posed by any groups that may
oppose friendly force operations. Consider groups that may
clandestinely oppose the operation even though they publicly
pledge support. Fundamental differences as the nature of the
threat, however, are not supposed to change the IPB process.
The four steps of the IPB process remain constant regardless
of the mission, unit, staff section, or echelon. The art of applying IPB to operations other than war is in the proper application of the steps to specific situations.
The primary difference between IPB for conventional war and operations other than war is focus --the
degree of detail required --and the demand for demographic analysis required to support the decision making process.
The doctrine contends that the differences between humanitarian assistance operations and war are more
quantitative than qualitative. It says that the challenge is one of acquiring more information. Following
the same IPB process, the doctrine state, intelligence officers will be able to do for humanitarian assistance
operations what they do for conventional combat situations. According to the doctrine, more detailed information, including demographics, will permit a prediction of the enemy courses of action in a humanitarian assistance operation.
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SEEBRIG LOGISTIC SUPPORT
TO NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
AND OTHER CIVIL AGENCIES
article: LTC Georgios STAVROU (Na3)
CG4
SEEBRIG Forces have to be prepared to operate with Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and international civilian organizations, both officially sponsored and private,
maintaining or establishing residual interests within the SEEBRIG Area of Responsibility
(SEEBRIG AoR). These organizations may turn to SEEBRIG for the provision of routine and
emergency logistic support.

1. PRINCIPLE
The overriding principle is that the decision to provide support rests with SEEBRIG Forces commanders at their discretion. SEEBRIG instigated support
that incurs costs will not be required of Sending
Nations’ Forces without their prior agreement. Support to these organizations must not detract from
the military tasks of the force.
2. LEVEL OF SUPPORT
a. The following paragraphs contain details of the
minimum level of support that should be provided
by SEEBRIG to NGOs and other Civil Agencies, if requested. Coordination with SEEBRIG HQ G-9/CIMIC
is mandatory.
b. Routine logistic support to NGOs and other Civil
Agencies remains the responsibility of those organizations. They should all be logistically self-sufficient. In principle, SEEBRIG Force will only provide
emergency and life saving support, on a repayment
basis, as long as the provision of that support is not
prejudicial to the conduct of SEEBRIG operations.

3. TYPE OF SUPPORT
The type of support that is likely to be requested
will fall into the following categories:
a. FUEL
Fuel may be provided in an emergency situation, as
follows:
(1) Emergency Re-supply. In an emergency, SEEBRIG
formations may issue fuel to NGOs and other Civil
Agencies in sufficient quantity to allow an onward
move to a commercial outlet or own source of supply. This should happen in a case of emergency in
which HQ SEEBRIG considers that supplies to specified NGOs are essential to the mission.
(2) Re-supply. Emergency re-supply of fuel should
be considered during the contingency, where the
providing Troop Contributing Nation (TCN) is content to enter into a bilateral agreement with the
NGO, and where supplies will not carry penalties
for the Sending Nations Forces.
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b. MEDICAL
Medical support may be provided in line with as follows:

d. Recovery
In an emergency SEEBRIG may recover vehicles belonging to NGOs and other Civil Agencies.

(1) Emergency. Emergency life saving care is to be
provided to any individual who may require it. Medical Evacuation (MEDEVAC) and Cassualty Evacuation (CASEVAC) are only permitted from within
existing resources and provided it is not to the detriment of the normal level of support available to
the SEEBRIG Force. The responsibility for strategic
evacuation from SEEBRIG medical facilities as soon
as the patient is fit for evacuation rests with the
NGOs and other Civil Agencies.

e. Accommodation
Vehicles officially used by NGOs and other Civil
Agencies may stay in SEEBRIG locations, space permitting and depending on the operational situation,
in the event of breakdown, bad weather or adverse
tactical conditions. On such occasions crews may be
accommodated and fed on a repayment basis. Request for support outside of the scope of the above
guidelines should be referred to SEEBRIG HQ G-4
Staff. Each request will be considered on a case by
case basis with due regard to guidance issued by
the chain of command.

(2) Medical Care. Medical care is only to be considered where the providing TCN is content to enter into a bilateral agreement with the NGOs, and
where that provision will not adversely affect the
Sending Nations Forces, or the level of support that
it normally provides to the Forces. There may be occasions when SEEBRIG HQ routine provision should
be made to specify NGOs on the grounds that failure to do so could affect the mission. All support
must be on a reimbursement basis.
c. Rations
Rations may be provided, on a reimbursement basis, in an emergency at the discretion and coordination of SEEBRIG HQ-Logistic Staff.
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4. VERIFICATION
Verification of the sincerity of any organization can
be obtained by the coordination with SEEBRIG G-9
CIMIC Section. Point of Contact (POC) numbers will
be issued in the respective Operation Plan / Operation Order (OPLAN/OPORDER).
5. DOCUMENTATION
Providing units are to maintain records of support
provided to NGOs and other CIVIL Agencies. Those
records should be maintained under national guidelines to support the recovery of costs.

FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT –
THE INVISIBLE BATTLEFIELD
article: MAJ Emil PANDOV (Na2)
G6 FMO
To understand what the frequency management is and why it is an essential activity to
military forces in peacetime or in crises we need to understand the spectrum management fundamentals.
What is the Electromagnetic Spectrum (EMS)?
The EMS includes the full range of all possible frequencies of electromagnetic radiation. Most parts of the
EMS are used in science for spectroscopic and other probing interactions, as ways to study and characterize matter. In addition, radiation from various parts of the spectrum has found many other uses for communications and manufacturing.
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Warfare and the EMS:

Military operations are complicated by increasingly
complex demands on the EMS. All modern forces
depend on the EMS. The EMS is a physical medium
through which military forces conduct operations.
EMS-dependent devices are used by both civilian
and military organizations and individuals for great
diversity of activities such as:
• intelligence
• communications;
• position, navigation, and timing
• sensing
• command and control (C2)
• attack
• ranging;
• chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear
(CBRN) sensor data collection/transmission
• unmanned aircraft systems (UASs)
• civil infrastructure
• data transmission and information storage and
processing
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The importance of the EMS and its relationship to
the operational capabilities is the key focus of electromagnetic spectrum management.
With relation to warfare the EMS is a physics-based
maneuver space essential to control the operational
environment during all military operations. Information and data exchange between platforms and
capabilities will at some point rely on the EMS for
transport. This maneuver space is constrained by
both military and civil uses as well as adversary
attempts to deny the use of the EMS, creating a
congested and contested environment. This constrains freedom of maneuver to use all capabilities
of friendly forces throughout the operational environment.
The EMS is a highly regulated and saturated natural resource. The EMS includes the full range of all
possible frequencies of electromagnetic radiation.
Frequency refers to the number of occurrences of a

periodic event over time. For radio frequencies (RFs),
this is expressed in cycles per second or hertz (Hz).
While spectrum management focuses primarily on
the RF portion of the EMS, it should be noted that
emergent technologies, capabilities, and systems
(e.g., free space optics, infrared and laser technologies, and electronic warfare devices) are under development and being fielded that operate across
the RF and non-RF portions of the EMS and must
be considered. As the RF portion of the spectrum
becomes more saturated, it can be expected that
the use of higher frequencies will be developed to
support communications, intelligence, and weapon
systems and capabilities, and require planning and
management.
Radio frequencies spectrum characteristics:
• Radio frequencies - 9 kHz to 4000 GHz (4x1012
Hz)
• A scarce but renewable resource
• An “invisible” resource – it cannot be seen,
touched and smelled
• Cannot be confined within national borders
• Used and managed through international treaties and national policies
• Vital not only to military operations but also to
economic, social & cultural life
The radio frequency spectrum is not an inexhaustible resource. It is a very precious resource which
must be managed to ensure efficient and equitable
access for the services which use it.

Spectrum management must be provided in the full
range and intensity of combined military operations
to include peacetime, humanitarian operations, and
warfare. It covers management of all equipment
operating within the electromagnetic spectrum in
the frequency range 9kHz to 4000GHz.
Peacetime spectrum management is a function of
sovereign nations who have management procedures in place and coordinate with other nations.
All military forces deploying to a foreign country
and requiring access to the spectrum must provide
a competent military spectrum management capability able to coordinate the force’s spectrum requirements with civil administrations.
Coordinating the force’s spectrum requirements can
best be accomplished through the acceptance and
use of the common spectrum management concepts and procedures.
Spectrum management vs. Frequency management
The importance of understanding the difference
between spectrum management and frequency
management is paramount to understanding the
concepts outlined in this article. The spectrum management is concerned with all aspects of planning,
co-ordinating, and managing the use of the electromagnetic spectrum. In contrast, frequency management is generally accepted to be a subset of spectrum management. Frequency Managers will only
plan, coordinate, and manage the use of specific frequencies within the electromagnetic spectrum.

Frequency management in SEEBRIG
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In order to carry out the frequency management
process SEEBRIG has at its disposal a Frequency
Management Cell. The Frequency Management
Cell is formed from SEEBRIG HQ CIS section officers which are the Frequency Management Officer
(Peace Establishment) and the Frequency Management NCO (only in Contingency Establishment).
The main responsibilities of the cell are:
• Maintains command policy on the use and management of the RF spectrum
• Liaises with host nations over spectrum management requirements
• Serves on the senior frequency assignment authority within the AOR and develop spectrumuse plans
• Maintain the common electronic environment
database for planning, co-coordinating and controlling use within the AOR
• Performs interference analysis and nominates
frequencies free from interference
• Creates and submits frequency requests in
Spectrum Management Allied Data Exchange
Format (SMADEF) or NATO 14 Points format
• Provides a frequency list for possible inclusion
into the JRFL (Joint Radio Frequency List)
All assigned formations/subordinates take
part in the frequency management process by:
• Submitting their spectrum requirements in
SDAMEF or NATO 14 Points format
• Ensuring users comply with their frequency assignment parameters. (Power, bandwidth and
location)
• Attempting to resolve any frequency conflicts
and interference incidents locally
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Software tools for spectrum management
Spectrum management is not a simple task. It requires special knowledge and skills and is connected
with operating with a formidable quantity of data.
Therefore different national and international organizations and agencies have created a variety of
spectrum and frequency management software to
help managers at all levels complete their mission.
The most used software tools for military purposes
are: SPECTRUM XXI, SMIR-ONLINE and ARCADE.
Spectrum management goal
The electromagnetic spectrum is an “invisible” resource. Many military men do not realize that the
spectrum is a resource at all and take it for granted.
However it is a vital resource and a mission enabler
and has to be managed properly in order to establish and maintain an effective command and control
system. Officers from CIS branch on all levels are
permanently committed to achieving the ultimate
goal of spectrum management thus to provide the
operational forces with interference free frequency
assignments for use in training, peacekeeping, humanitarian, or combat operations.

SEEBRIG PARTICIPATION IN
SEESIM-14 EXERCISE
article: Maj Sotirios MAMALIS
G7 Plans
The Headquarters of South-Eastern Europe Brigade (HQ SEEBRIG) participated in the
“South Eastern Europe Simulation (SEESIM) 14” exercise which took place in Zagreb, Croatia, with a remote site in our barracks in Tyrnavos, Larisa between the 22nd – 26th of
September, 2014.
“SEESIM” is a Computer Assisted Simulation Exercise conducted within the framework of the Southeastern Europe Defense Ministerial (SEDM) process.
Exercise promotes the coordinated, rapid, interagency response of SEDM nations to real world threats,
both natural and man-made, to our individual and
collective security. SEESIM also promotes national
and international / regional preparedness and cooperation between civil and military emergency
planning officials from relevant Government and
Nongovernment Organizations (Training Audience)
in an effort to mitigate effects of terrorist activities,

transnational threats or natural disasters; increase
national capabilities to respond to such events or
activities.
SEESIM 14 was the 7th in a series of Crisis Response
Exercises under the SEDM umbrella. SEESIM exercise is conducted every two years in a different nation each time. The first SEESIM exercise in 2002
was hosted by Na 3, SEESIM-04 was organized by
Na 7, SEESIM-06 was co – hosted by Na 5 and Na 6,
SEESIM-08 took place in Na 2, SEESIM-10 was held
in Na 1, and SEESIM 12 was conducted in Na2.
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The Broad Scenario for SEESIM 14 was defined as:
“A series of coordinated cyber attacks against the
governments of South Eastern Europe followed by biological and/or chemical terrorist attacks on several
countries with transnational impact. A large natural
disaster also occurs.
These events result in a breakdown of communications and widespread destruction and loss of life.
This prompts a comprehensive civilian, military, and
political approach by relevant Government and Nongovernment Organizations in the participating nations in performing essential tasks and exercising
the responsibilities necessary to respond to national
and regional emergencies.”
The sub- regional event that involved SEEBRIG was
defined as:
“On 23 Sept 14, 10.05, in Na6 an earthquake measuring is produced 7.4 on the Richter scale. The earthquake affected south part of Na 6 and north part of
Na 2 and produced many victims, and infrastructure
damage beyond the national capabilities to respond.
At the time of the earthquake, SEEBRIG ETF was deployed in Na 6 to participate in ENGREX 2014 LIVEX
with Na6 Engineer Brigade in Brăila. SEEBRIG Engineer Task Force (ETF) was able to support the national engineer task force of Na6.”
SEEBRIG is a regional organization with the mission, apart from the others, to conduct Disaster Relief Operations, mainly by engaging its ETF. The Engineer Units of the ETF are capable of offering help
after a disaster by performing a variety of tasks.
For example, they can remove the debris, construct
or repair roads and bridges, assist the rebuilding of
a ruined area, make embankments, create firebreak
zones, provide clean water with their water purification systems, etc.
The Primary Training Audience (PTA) for SEESIM 14
consisted of Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs)
from 7 SEDM Nations and SEEBRIG HQ. The main
Exercise Control (EXCON Main) was located in Zagreb, Croatia.
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All SEEBRIG personnel (nucleus and augmented
staff) were involved in SEESIM 14 as a PTA, having
activated the Main Command Post (MCP) and Crisis Engineer Cell (CEC), in Larissa, Nation 3. Except
MCP manning, parts of SEEBRIG personnel were involved in exercise, as EXCON Main (Zagreb, Croatia),
EXCON Forward (Larissa, Na3), Na 6 EOC (Bucharest, Na6) and CEC (Larissa, Na3).
The main objectives for this exercise were:
a. To standardize and improve command and control processes and procedures for coordination of
assistance in disaster response operations.
b. T
 o improve cooperation and coordination with
organizations specialized in civil emergency response.
c. T
 o standardize and improve processes and procedures of SEEBRIG ETF/CEC for reacting against
emergency situations.
SEESIM 14 was an excellent opportunity for SEEBRIG HQ to review and revise all the documents related to Disaster Relief Operations (DRO) and to enhance cooperation and coordination with national
and international civil-emergency organizations.
The exercise provided SEEBRIG the opportunity to
be familiarized with the proper channels of communication with other national EOCs. SEEBRIG HQ personnel gained significant knowledge and enhanced
their capabilities and expertise in DROs.
The SEESIM series of exercises is helping SEEBRIG
HQ to improve the concept related to DROs, to improve the Command and Control over its units, and
to enhance the cooperation with national and international organizations, which are acting in South
Eastern Europe area.
SEEBRIG HQ achieved all the training objectives
and fulfilled all the given tasks in a very professional and proficient manner.
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The Economics
of Natural Disasters
article: Maj Vasileios PAPAGEORGIOU (Na3)
G8
“What has so often excited wonder is the great rapidity with which countries recover
from a state of devastation; the disappearance, in a short time, of all traces of the mischiefs done by earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, and the ravages of war.”
- John Stuart Mill
The Economics of Natural Disasters
Many Countries have escaped the wrath of Mother Nature recently. While every year has its share
of calamities, the past few years have seen an extraordinary spate of natural disasters and atypical
weather. The economic losses from these events
have been considerable: Since 1989, insurance
companies have paid out more than $44 billion

in damage claims stemming from blizzards, hurricanes, earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, droughts,
mudslides, wildfires and other assorted maladies.
Altogether, these calamities have cost the economy
dearly in terms of lost wages and output, utility disruptions, destruction of public and private property,
additional commuter time and transportation costs
and hundreds of lives.

The nature of these destructive events—as well as
their effect on the economy—varies considerably.
Some natural disasters, like tornadoes, hurricanes
and earthquakes, tend to be short-lived events, lasting several seconds to a few hours, but causing substantial destruction in a concentrated area. Others,
like droughts or major floods, tend to be of a longer
duration, spreading their damaging effects over a
relatively larger expanse for days or weeks. Any
type of disaster, however, can leave an economic
imprint that lingers for years.

omy and, in severe cases, the national economy.
Calculating the damages of such an event can be an
onerous task because the cost of a natural disaster
is ultimately wedded to several factors, and—more
importantly—varies by the type of disaster. Among
the key influences are the magnitude and duration
of the event, the structure of the local economy, the
geographical area affected, the population base and
the time of day it occurred. Naturally, disasters that
affect densely populated areas have the greatest
potential for inflicting the most damage. Not only
are large numbers of people endangered, but the potential loss to homes, businesses, highways, roads,
bridges and utilities is also magnified.

Estimating Disaster Losses
Natural disasters typically set in motion a complex
chain of events that can disrupt both the local econ-
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Economists attempt to measure the total loss of a

disaster by estimating two separate types of losses:
direct and indirect. Direct losses are easier to estimate. For example, in an earthquake or hurricane,
they would consist of the buildings or structures
that are destroyed or damaged as a result of the actual force; in the case of a flood, they would consist
of water damage to levees, crops or buildings. Indirect, or secondary, losses occur as a result of the destruction of buildings, structures or bridges. These
include lost output, retail sales, wages and work
time, additional time commuting to work (reduced
leisure), additional costs to business from rerouting
goods and services around the affected area, utility
disruptions, reduced taxable receipts, lost tourism
or increased financial market volatility. Obviously,
calculating indirect losses is the most difficult of
the two.

for food and shelter are usually disbursed immediately by Presidential directive, monies for longerterm rebuilding efforts are often appropriated by
authorities with a substantial lag. Third, in many
cases, the jobs and incomes generated in the recovery period do not stay in the local economy; rather,
outside contractors that specialize in the cleanup, rebuilding and renovation activities are often
brought in. Finally, the percentage of total losses
that are insured also affects the recovery. The lower
the percentage of insured losses, the greater the dependency the affected local economy becomes on
private and government monies. Not surprisingly,
insured losses vary substantially by disaster.

The Recovery Period: A Fiscal Expansion?
One can picture a natural disaster as a time line
consisting of three distinct periods. In period 1,
losses to buildings, highways and other infrastructure (direct losses) occur; in period 2, indirect losses
such as lost output and reductions in employment,
leisure time and taxable receipts occur. Finally, in
period 3, a recovery ensues: Rebuilding and cleanup
efforts generate temporary increases in retail sales
of such items as construction materials and nonperishable items like batteries, charcoal and canned
foodstuffs. Damaged or destroyed goods like clothing, furniture and other household items are replaced, and roads, bridges or other structures are
repaired or rebuilt.
This rebuilding activity usually generates both increased sales tax receipts and additional employment. Thus, one ironic feature of a disaster is that it
spurs the pace of economic activity in the affected
region. An additional positive effect occurs as the
economy’s destroyed physical assets are replaced
with assets that incorporate more advanced technology. By enhancing the productivity of a community’s physical assets, incomes will typically be
enhanced as well.
In general, though, the net economic effect of the
recovery period depends on several factors. First
is the stage of the business cycle that the local or
regional economy was in. Was it, for example, experiencing strong growth prior to the disaster, or was
the economy in a recession? A second factor influencing the recovery period is the timing and extent
of disaster assistance monies from federal and state
and local governments. Although emergency funds
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SEEBRIG’s Involvement in Disaster Relief
Operations (DROs)
The growing dimension, frequency and complexity
of disasters, and the increasing number of people affected, demand capability for military as well as civil response. In disasters of great magnitude, national
and international relief capacity may be exceeded.
The increasing demand for international assistance
requires Military and Civil Defense Assets (MCDA)
to effectively contribute to DROs.
SEEBRIG was established by the MPFSEE Nations
to contribute to peace and stability in Southeastern
Europe. With 2nd Additional Protocol, Nations established an Engineer Task Force (ETF). ETF’s aim is
to provide the Parties with a Rapid Relief and Humanitarian intervention capabilities.
Humanitarian Assistance is a secondary Military
Task, which is the provision of relief aid by military
forces conducting operations other than DROs
DRO is primary a military task conducted to relieve
or reduce the results of natural or man-made disasters. Possible DRO can include:
(1) Flood Response Operations (pre-event, duringevent, after-event response)
(2) Landslides
(3) Earthquake Response Operations (after-event response)
(4) Manmade disasters
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Increased coordination and cooperation among
MPFSEE nations could help saving lives and minimize human suffering. Rapid response to the disaster is crucial and must be well planned and executed. SEEBRIG involvement in a DRO may be required
from the early stages and may extend for several
months depending on the situation. Each DRO will
require a tailored response from SEEBRIG. Depending on the nature of the disaster, HQ SEEBRIG will
follow the planning process for disaster prevention,
disaster intervention and post-disaster intervention
procedures. SEEBRIG Yearly Common Budget should
include funds allocated to DRO since it is unpredictable when a disaster will hit the region and time is
limited for making any financial arrangements.
The South Eastern Europe Brigade is a formation
which can successfully deal with all these unpleasant consequences. Through teamwork and cooperation, all nations will benefit at an economic level
(gain experience and know-how) and also clamping of neighbor relationships. Full utilization of this
valuable tool should become by SEEBRIG in order to
get value from all the investment amounts by the
Nations during the last 15 years. Most important,
however, is for all these incidents to become a lesson
learned among Nations: that cooperation and good
proximity is what will provide development and perspective in all regions of South Eastern Europe.
REFERENCES
1. Agreement on MPFSEE and its Additional Protocols
2. Stephane Hallegatte Valentin Przyluski ‘’The Economics of
Natural Disasters Concepts and Methods (December 2010)’’
3. SEEBRIG DIRECTIVE 7-1 (February 2015)

Military Communications on the Battlefield.
What’s Next….
article: CPT Konstantinos PANOS (Na3)
CIS Company
Smart phones, tablets, high-speed wireless networks and other sophisticated communications technologies are rapidly changing the way people access, use and exchange
information. The military is embracing the communications revolution, turning to a new
generation of sophisticated systems to enable faster, richer, less costly and more flexible
communications. However, as communication options multiply, so does the problem of
getting disparate technologies to work together efficiently and securely. Communications
integration is now one of the top challenges facing military technology leaders.
Smart Phones
Few communications technologies have emerged
so rapidly and promised so many benefits as smart
phones. By this time next year, smart phones will
likely be used in an array of different communication roles. Smart phone and tablet apps will give
troops the ability to perform control, analysis and
other sophisticated tasks anytime, anywhere, while
allowing commanders to instantly distribute essential documents directly to troops.

Ground Mobile Radios
Pushed along by smart phone competition, ground
mobile radio technology is evolving rapidly.
Future ground mobile radios will focus on two basic
network approaches: the Soldier Radio Waveform
(SRW) and the Wideband Networking Waveform.
The combined technologies allow secure networked
communications among platoon, squad and teamlevel soldiers, as well as satellite connections back
to combat commanders.

Network and device security concerns have so far
hindered widespread smart phone deployment.
Progress also is being made on additional certification efforts to bring smart phones onto classified
networks. The solution is a lot closer than a lot of
people would believe, without specifying a date.
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Mesh Networks
Cutting-edge wireless networking technologies,
potentially capable of supporting both Join Tactical Radio Systems (JTRS) and smart phone devices,
are now arriving in the form of mesh networks, including mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) that can
provide virtually instant high-bandwidth networking capabilities for handheld radios, ground and
airborne vehicle communications and security and
tactical wireless sensors.
The military is increasingly turning to wireless
mesh networks technology for sensor-driven environmental control, yard management, and security
and tactical applications. A mesh network provides
continuous asset visibility from any location in the
system’s range, automatic identification technology
program manager.
The mesh network allows staff members to efficiently manage facility environmental services
from a central control center instead of sending
technicians into the field to perform routine management tasks. The approach saves time and money
by allowing staff to fix small problems before they
can grow into major crises..
As a tactical tool, MANETs can be used to transparently interconnect multiple mobile phones within
a specified coverage area to provide greater bandwidth and better network connections. The technology can help convoys and other team-oriented missions keep in constant communication over a wide
array of terrains. The traffic travels across three of
four frequencies on a best path basis.
Mesh networks also can be used for the control and
coordination of autonomous unmanned vehicles.
Satellite Systems
Since the space race of the early 1960’s, the U.S.
government and others have increasingly utilized
military satellites as a key component of military
strategy and national defense for the purposes of
communication, navigation, surveillance, and reconnaissance.
With the need for increased bandwidth capability,
the numbers and sophistication of this class of satellites is increasingly dramatically. The reason for
this growth is threefold. First, for all users, the size
of the Earth requires multiple satellites to be placed
in orbit in a constellation to cover areas of interest
and constellations typically need a minimum of 3
to 4 satellites to provide adequate communications
coverage. Secondly, for existing users, upgrading
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satellites is not feasible, which means new capabilities are required and new satellites means new
launches. Thirdly, more countries are recognizing
the advantages of Military Satellite Communication
(MILSATCOM) capabilities and are looking to implement, or expand, their networks.
Globally, the trend in the utilization of military satellites is to provide more interoperable, networkcentric communications, a requirement driven by
the bandwidth of current operations and the projected bandwidth of future conflicts. For example, in
Desert Storm, 542,000 troops occupied nearly 100
megabytes per second of MILSATCOM bandwidth
whereas at the height of Operation Iraqi Freedom,
350,000 troops consumed 3.2 gigabytes per second
of bandwidth - a thirty-fold increase in the space
of a decade. Fortunately, technology is keeping pace
with the desire for higher bandwidth, as evidenced
by the deployment of the Wideband Global Satellite (WGS) system, a constellation of highly capable military communications satellites that are the
Department of Defense’s (DoDs) highest capacity
communications satellites. The WGS also provides
a new two-way Ka-band service, and 39 125-MHz
Channels via a digital channelizer/router, with 2.1
gigabytes per second capacity.

A number of technology advances have enabled
these increases in bandwidth. For example, communications satellites are being deployed with phased
array antennas which can be electronically scanned
over their search volume very quickly; all the elements in the array may be used in conjunction to
produce a very narrow, high-resolution beam, or a
broader, lower resolution beam. In addition, the array elements can be driven in smaller groups to produce multiple beams. A second type of electronically
scanned array is the Active Electronically Scanned
Array (AESA). In this system, each element is driven
by a transmit/receive module, which contains discrete components, thermal management technology and several Monolithic Microwave IntegratedCircuits (MMICs) feeding a beam-forming network
that feeds a radiating element. As the technology
develops, more functionality will be incorporated
into the MMICs and the number of MMICs will decrease.
Navigation
Another major class of military satellite is the Global Positioning System (GPS). The U.S. has its own
Navstar GPS system, the Russians have GLONASS,
the European Union (EU) will eventually have Galileo, and China is implementing its Beidou system,
providing location and timing data to its home turf
(there are ten satellites in place with six more to follow). A future development in U.S. GPS capability is
the United States Air Force (USAF) GPS-2F constel-

lation of 12 satellites that will provide around-theclock, ultra-precise navigation and timing services
for military and civilian users. This next generation
of GPS satellite provides improved accuracy through
advanced atomic clocks, a more jam-resistant military signal and a longer design life than earlier GPS
satellites. The GPS 2F will also increase precision
navigation and timing to combat forces, increase
the signal power, precision and capacity of the system, and form the core of the GPS constellation for
years to come.
Surveillance
On February 10th, 2009, a U.S. Iridium communications satellite (Iridium 33) collided with a Russian
Cosmos 2251 communications satellite, an event
which added hundreds of more pieces of debris
in orbit and highlighted the need for more precise
tracking of space objects. Space debris has become a
growing concern to the military since orbital space
junk can inflict severe damage upon orbiting assets.
The debris is of particular concern for micro and
nano-satellites, which, because of their small size,
have limited protection.
To combat the problem of space debris, the USAF
is working on projects to track orbital debris. One
of these projects is the Space Fence, a $3.5 billion
project to replace the Air Force’s VHF radar fence
(which currently tracks orbital debris) by deploying ground-based S-band radars. Supplemental to
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the Space Fence, the USAF is building the Spacebased Space Surveillance (SBSS) system, a satellite constellation designed to track orbital debris
from space. Fitted with agile digital optical sensors
mounted on high-speed, two-axis gimbals, allowing
controllers to swivel cameras quickly between targets, the SBSS was launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base on 25th September, 2010. It completed
on-orbit testing three months later and is set to revolutionize U.S. space situational awareness.
Reconnaissance
Operational Responsive Space-1 (ORS-1), the latest
USAF battlefield reconnaissance satellite blasted off
atop a Minotaur 1 rocket at from NASA’s Wallops
Flight Facility in June 2010. The ‘eagle eye in the sky’
ORS-1 spacecraft is the first operational satellite created by the Air Force’s Operational Responsive Space
Office (hence the satellite’s name). The $226 million
spacecraft, which went from design and development to orbit in just 32 months, is outfitted with a
customized version of a sensor called SYERS-2, similar to the system carried by U-2 spy planes. SYERS-2
provides high-resolution imagery day and night
across seven wavelength bands, and will improve
war fighters’ situational awareness in real time.
Future trends: faster, better, smaller, cheaper
At a time when defense budgets are being cut, the
era of multi-billion dollar military satellites is most
likely over. Instead, governments are looking for
cheaper alternatives such as microsatellites.
Microsatellites*, which are defined as weighing between 10 and 100 kilograms, are a tenth of the cost
of their larger cousins and are much easier to sell
to budget sensitive procurement officers. This class
of satellite is also much cheaper and faster to design, build and launch, although there are question
marks when it comes to their reliability and longevity. One of the reasons for their rapid development
timetables is their use of commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) technology, which sometimes makes the assembly of these satellites analogous to a Lego set.
DARPA, the Pentagon’s R&D division, is an enthusiastic proponent of microsatellites. Its Microsatellite
Demonstration Science and Technology Experiment
Program (MiDSTEP) is currently developing advanced technologies and capabilities to demonstrate
the next suite of high-performance microsatellite
technology. For example, one of MiDSTEP’s projects
is the Microsatellites Technology Experiment (MiTEX). MiTEX has flown two technology demonstration satellites to investigate lightweight power and
propulsions systems, COTS components, advanced
communications, on-orbit software, and avionics.
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Another DARPA microsatellite innovation is Systems 6 (Future, Fast, Flexible, Fractionated, FreeFlying Spacecraft), designed to divide the tasks performed by large satellites and assign each task to
a dedicated microsatellite which would operate in
clusters. The advantage of the Systems 6 fractionated approach is there duction in program risk, faster
deployment and greater survivability.
While DARPA is focusing on developing the potential
of microsatellites, the current trend in the US Army
is the development of nano-satellites. In April 2009,
the U.S. Army’s Space and Missile Defense Command/Army Forces Strategic Command (USASMDC/
ARSTRAT) took delivery of eight SMDC-ONE nanosatellites. Weighing less than 5 kilograms and costing less than $1 million to produce, the SMDC-ONE
satellites can be refreshed frequently by launching
replacements, which permits rapid technology upgrades and reduces the unit reliability requirements
significantly. The Army launched its first nano-satellite on December 10th, 2010 onboard a Falcon-9
booster as a secondary payload; the launch marked
the first launch of an Army-built satellite in more
than 50 years.
Over the past four decades, military satellites have
become absolutely critical to national security. Most
estimates suggest the U.S. has roughly 122 satellites dedicated to national security. However, a substantial number of these satellites are nearing the
end of their life spans and replacements are slow to
come. Meanwhile, as the future of America’s large
and expensive cutting-edge spy satellites remains
less than certain, the new breed of microsatellites
is hitting the scene. While military dominance of
the satellite business will be a key to America’s success in the coming years, the U.S. is not the only
military in the microsatellite game; Nigeria and Turkey, both recently began such projects, and Russia
has also launched microsatellites. In the space race
years of the 1960s, the satellite game was a clash of
superpowers, but today, smaller nations and private
interests are increasingly involved, which suggests
that America’s approach of keeping an eye on the
national interest from space may soon need to be
reviewed.
* Microsatellites are just one category of small satellite. Other categories include nano-satellites (1 to
10 kilograms), pico-satellites (0.1 to 1 kilogram) and
femto-satellites (less than 100 grams).
Defense System Magazine Feb 13
Space Quarterly Magazine 2014
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Loyal Pyramid II Key Leader Training Program, 20 November 2014
COMSEEBRIG attended Loyal Pyramid II Key Leader Training for Exercise Trident Lance 2014 on November 20, 2014 at LANDCOM Headquarters in İzmir, Na-7. Corps Commanders and COMSEEBRIG were
briefed regarding these topics: ‘ LANDCOM’s role as an Operational Headquarters in Major Joint Operations’, LANDCOM Concept and Doctrine, and the CIS-LOG-Intelligence-CIMIC Concepts. COMSEEBRIG had
a chance to meet the new COM LANDCOM Lieutenant General John NICHOLSON and wished him success
in his new assignment.

Exercise Seven Stars 14, Execution Phase, 05-12 December 2014
SEEBRIG HQ has started the Exercise Seven Stars 14. This exercise is an excellent opportunity for the
SEEBRIG HQ staff and affiliated units to exercise themselves in the framework of the NATO exercise TRIDENT LANCE 2014. In accordance with Multinational Peace Force South Eastern Europe Agreement which
established South Eastern Brigade in 1998, one of the missions that SEEBRIG may conduct is Humanitarian Assistance Operations. In this context, Seven Stars 2014 exercise is a great opportunity to practice our
personnel and evaluate the procedures followed in the course of decision making process during Humanitarian Assistance Operations in the mission area.
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Exercise Seven Stars 14 DV Day 11 Dec 14 - Closing Ceremony, 12 December 2014
The Distinguished Visitors’ Day for the Exercise Seven Stars 14 / Trident Lance 14 took place on Thursday
Dec 11, 2014. There were 22 high ranking officers who visited the SEEBRIG HQ for the exercise from Na2,
Na3, Na4, Na5, Na6, Na7, BiH, France, Poland, Serbia, Spain and USA. Amongst them from Na2 Consul
General Mr Ivan KOSTADINOV, BG Dimitar ILIEV/Commander of 2nd Mechanized Brigade, from Na3 MG
Dimitrios RESKOS/Deputy Commander of 1st Army and MG Simeon ASTRINIDIS/Deputy Commander of
HTAF, from Na4 Col Antonio ALBANESE/Defence Attache, from Na5 LTG Naser SEJDINI/DCHOD and MG
Metodija VELICHKOVSKI/JOC Commander, from Na6 Col Adrian SOCI/Brigade Commander, from Na7 BG
Halil Tamer GEDIK/Representative of the Land Forces Command. Also, there were representatives from
other Nations, namely, the Commander of the EUFOR RCA HQ, MG Philippe PONTIES, from BiH BG Kenan
DAUTOVIC/Commander of 5th Brigade representing DCHOD of AF BiH and the following military attaches:
from France Col Christophe GIRAUD, from Poland Col Marek DUDA, from Serbia LTC Dusan MIHAILOVIC,
from Romania Col Iulian BARBU, from USA Col Albert ZAKAIB and from Na7 military attaches COL Ilhan
YASITLI and LTC Halis TUNC.
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The Distinguished visitors were guided through all sections that were established for the exercise and
were given a full and detailed briefing about all aspects of the exercise.
The exercise ended the following day on Friday Dec 12, 2014, with the After Action Review, where all
participants provided their feedback in order to determine the results of our actions and what, in terms of
procedures, has to be re-considered, reviewed and maybe changed. The closing ceremony took place immediately afterwards in the mess hall. As a token of appreciation the Commander of SEEBRIG, Brigadier
General Hakan ESER, presented the 64 augmentees from all member nations with a letter of appreciation
for their significant contribution to the success of Exercise SS14.

COMSEEBRIG PARTICIPATION IN NATO
LANDCOM CORPS COMMANDERS CONFERENCE at RRC-FRA, LILLE (06 October 2015)
COMSEEBRIG attended Allied Land Command
(LANDCOM) Corps Commanders’ Conference
(LC3) at Rapid Reaction Corps (RRC) in France
in 05-06 October 2015. High-level NATO leaders
attended the Conference. Following an introduction by Lieutenant General John Nicholson, Commander of Allied Land Command (LANDCOM),
General Petr Pavel, Chairman of the NATO Military Committee (CMC) delivered a comprehensive
briefing on the Alliance’s strategic posture. During the meeting, the issues of collective defense,
readiness and proactive response and the threat
from the Southern Flank were discussed.
Besides, COMSEEBRIG had a tête-à-tête with
COM ARRC, JFC Naples COS, Allied Command
Transformation G7, COS NATO LANDCOM, COS
NATO Southeast Multinational Division and informed them about SEEBRIG mission, organization, activities and new exercise policy. This Conference was an opportunity for COMSEEBRIG to
become more familiar with the new concept of
Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF), hybrid warfare, Integrated Approach Model, lessons
learned regarding NRF (NATO Response Force),
the structure of JTF HQ for Exercise Eurasian
Star 2015 and Trident Juncture 2016 and other
land specific topics.
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Social Activities
of SEBERIG HQ
article: MAJ Dragoş CONDURACHE (Na6), CG9

16th Anniversary of SEEBRIG HQ, 20th Aug 15

Study Trip to Peloponessos, July 2015
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Farewell Ceremony, Aug 2015

Social trip to Meteora, Nov 2015

Cultural Tour, (Na7), Nov 2015
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Cultural Trip to Ioannina, Nov 2015

Cultural Tour, (Na6), May 2015

Cultural Tour, (Na5), Nov 2015
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